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Description
Currently a page of type "Shortcut" can only link to a page. It would be great to allow linking to files as well. You might have used
"External URL" for that in the past (hardcoding the URL in the links then) but with FAL we'll need to find a different solution imho.
And maybe linking to content-elements might also work in this context? Linking to a page and directly jumping to the respective
anchor.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #17037: Better Shortcut for pages

Closed

2007-02-24

Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #17406: Page type Shortcut with anchor points

New

2007-06-21

Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #41649: Doktype external as typolink

Closed

2012-10-07

History
#1 - 2013-03-08 18:07 - Stefan Neufeind
Since features like "random subpage" won't work on files (or content-elements) imho we could simply create a new type of shortcut (in the
type-dropdown) and add those two cases there. The shortcut would then instead of a page-id point to a "file-id" (FAL) or a content-ID (tt_content).
We'll need to have matching popups to select the content then. (Those functions are already there.)
#2 - 2013-03-08 20:43 - Stefan Neufeind
Linking to content-elements is somewhat related to #17037, where in the end due to workspaces etc. the linking to content-elements was skipped. But
it sounds doable to me - not?
#3 - 2013-12-06 11:22 - Rafal Brzeski
This can be realize by this extension http://typo3.org/extensions/repository/view/ts_page_file_shortcut
even on TYPO3 6.1, but without FAL support,
btw it would be nice to have this feature in the core.
#4 - 2015-01-26 15:18 - Mathias Schreiber
- Target version set to 7.5
#5 - 2015-09-24 08:31 - Benni Mack
- Target version changed from 7.5 to 8 LTS
#6 - 2016-04-08 21:50 - Riccardo De Contardi
There is also https://typo3.org/extensions/repository/view/filepage alas, compatible with 6.2 only
#7 - 2017-02-23 14:49 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Target version changed from 8 LTS to 9.0
#8 - 2017-02-24 11:31 - Frans Saris
Isn't this possible now with the link handling?
#9 - 2017-02-24 11:55 - Riccardo De Contardi
As far as I can see, currently you can't add tabs (using linkhandler) to the popup that lets you select a destination page for the shortcuts.
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#10 - 2018-01-28 14:29 - Susanne Moog
- Target version deleted (9.0)
#11 - 2019-11-22 12:41 - Benni Mack
- Related to Feature #41649: Doktype external as typolink added
#12 - 2020-03-24 19:09 - Susanne Moog
- Category set to Backend API
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